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Abstract

With rapid technological growth, automatic pronunciation assessment has transitioned toward systems that evaluate pronunciation in various aspects, such as fluency and stress. However, despite the highly imbalanced score labels within each aspect, existing studies have rarely tackled the data imbalance problem. In this paper, we suggest a novel loss function, score-balanced loss, to address the problem caused by uneven data, such as bias toward the majority scores. As a re-weighting approach, we assign higher costs when the predicted score is of the minority class, thus, guiding the model to gain positive feedback for sparse score prediction. Specifically, we design two weighting factors by leveraging the concept of an effective number of samples and using the ranks of scores. We evaluate our method on the speechocean762 dataset, which has noticeably imbalanced scores for several aspects. Improved results particularly on such uneven aspects prove the effectiveness of our method.

Index Terms: automated pronunciation assessment, imbalanced dataset, score-balanced loss

1. Introduction

Automatic pronunciation assessment supports non-native (L2) language learners in acquiring foreign spoken languages as part of a computer-assisted pronunciation training (CAPT) system [1, 2]. With the advantages of immediate feedback and convenience, CAPT has been actively studied mainly in assessing pronunciation with a phoneme-level score [3, 4, 5].

With increasing demands for detailed feedback, recent studies have evaluated pronunciation in several aspects of various granularity levels, such as stress, fluency, and prosody [6, 7, 8, 9]. As an alternative to multiple models that separately assess different aspects, current joint models [10, 11, 12] facilitate simultaneous prediction of multiple aspects using a single model considering the association between aspects.

However, notwithstanding the technical advances, extremely imbalanced score labels within each aspect that show high-score-biased distributions have rarely been studied on the pronunciation assessment task. Biased datasets of the CAPT system have been frequently reported [13, 5, 10, 11]; however, they are rarely optimized for the scoring task. Imbalanced datasets could cause the model to be overfitted toward the majority classes during the training [14, 15]; therefore, addressing the imbalance problem is crucial for qualified assessment. Furthermore, in the case of multi-aspect pronunciation scoring, uneven data distributions within certain aspects cause huge performance gaps between different aspects, which consequently hinders application to real-world educational situations. For practical use, accurately evaluating every aspect is important, without bias toward a specific aspect; in particular, good overall quality is better than a part with exceptional quality.

In this paper, we introduce a novel loss function, score-balanced (SB) loss, to overcome the quality degradation caused by imbalanced data in multi-aspect pronunciation assessment. Motivated by the class-balanced loss suggested for visual classification [15], we introduce cost-sensitive re-weighting schemes for balancing the weight when scoring pronunciation. Unlike class-balanced loss, which is based on the ground-truth label class, the proposed SBloss directly targets the predicted scores and aims at score-labeled regression. Specifically, we design SB loss with two different factors: $SB_{\text{num}}$, which leverages the number of samples on categorized scores, and $SB_{\text{rank}}$, which exploits those ranks. By assigning high costs to the predicted score of the minority class, the model is directed to favorably predict sparse classes despite fewer training samples.

We evaluate the proposed loss function on the public speechocean762 dataset, which is widely used for multi-aspect pronunciation assessments [16]. We find highly imbalanced data distributions, which are densely distributed toward a high score, on certain aspects such as Completeness and Stress. Attributing this result to the particularly low assessment qualities on such aspects in existing studies [10, 11, 12], we train the open-source model, goodness of pronunciation feature-based transformer (GOPT) [10], with the proposed SB loss. Significantly improved results on the notably imbalanced aspects prove that the issue of unevenly distributed datasets has been successfully resolved, reducing the gap between different aspect assessment qualities. It is noteworthy that our enhancements are achieved without any augmentation or architecture modeling. Our codes are available on the GitHub link¹.

2. Related work

A dataset is an essential factor for both supervised classification and regression. Therefore, the data imbalance problem has been actively discussed for decades, particularly around visual and text classification tasks [17, 18, 14, 19]. Generally, the related studies are divided according to two main approaches: re-sampling and re-weighting. Re-sampling over-samples or under-samples the data by repeating or deleting the existing data samples [20, 21], while re-weighting adjusts the loss function by assigning more costs to under-represented-class samples [14, 15]. Recently, pointing out the lack of research on imbalanced regression which handles continuous targets, few studies dealing with non-categorical imbalanced data have been proposed, mostly for the visual dataset [22, 23]. Emphasizing the need for a balancing strategy for challenging imbalanced regression, particularly for speech pronunciation assessment, we propose a novel loss optimized for score-labeled datasets.

¹https://github.com/doheejin/SB_loss_PA
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Real-word assessments for educational use have suffered from naturally imbalanced datasets [24], which tend to have biased grades. To improve the pronunciation error detection of CAPT by addressing problems caused by extremely imbalanced class datasets, machine learning-based re-weighting methods have been investigated [13]. Most recently, to compensate for the score imbalance in pronunciation assessment datasets, a transfer learning-based study [5] applied simple balanced weights with the inverse of the number of frames. Considering the score labels that are biased toward high values, GOPT [10] set the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) as the major evaluation metric. However, their focus is not on data imbalance; an intensive investigation for tackling score imbalance in pronunciation assessment data by each aspect before presenting our method. We investigate the score label distribution of the pronunciation assessment data by each aspect before presenting our method.

3. Methods

3.1. Score-label imbalance dataset

We investigate the score label distribution of the pronunciation assessment data by each aspect before presenting our method. We observe the publicly available speechceam762 dataset [16], which provides rich score labels for various aspects and has been mainly used for multi-aspect pronunciation assessment tasks [10, 11, 12]. For each non-native speaker utterance, the dataset comprises phoneme-level Accuracy scores; word-level Accuracy, Stress, and Total scores; and utterance-level Accuracy, Completeness, Fluency, Prosody, and Total scores. The phoneme-level aspect has a score between 0-2, and the word-level and utterance-level aspects have a score between 0-10.

Although the dataset promotes research on multi-aspect pronunciation assessment, the provided score labels are imbalanced, showing high-score-biased distributions, particularly in utterance Completeness and word Stress aspects (Figure 1). Note that Completeness actually has six labels but are not shown due to extremely huge samples of score 2. We attribute this imbalance to the notably inferior quality of scoring tasks of those two aspects in existing models [10, 11, 12]. Figure 2 shows that the mean squared error (MSE) loss, which is a generally used loss function for pronunciation assessment, is insufficient for scoring the high-score-biased Completeness aspect. To overcome the limitations of the existing learning, we suggest SB loss, which re-weights the MSE loss and aids model training.

3.2. Score-balanced loss

To effectively re-weight the loss when training with imbalanced data, we introduce the SB factor. Our work is motivated by the class-balanced loss [15], which adds the weighting factor to the loss using the inverse of a demonstrated effective-number-of-samples term for an imbalanced visual classification task.

Unlike its application to the cross-entropy loss for classification, we extend the concept of the effective number of samples to the MSE loss for regression. Specifically, we re-scale the range of word and utterance aspect scores from 0-10 to 0-2 and regard scores at intervals of 0.2 as different classes, \( \{0, 0.2, \ldots, 2\} \), defining two forms of score-balanced loss with different weighting factors: \( SB_{num} \) and \( SB_{rank} \).

3.2.1. Re-weighting by the number of samples: \( SB_{num} \)

According to a proven theoretical framework [15], the effective number of samples can be defined as \((1 - \beta^m)/(1 - \beta)\), where \( n \) is the number of samples and \( \beta \) is the hyperparameter defined with \((N - 1)/N\). In contrast to class-balanced loss, which is weighted according to the number of samples \( n \) for ground-truth class \( y \) and assigned a fixed term irrespective of the direction of learning, we define \( SB_{num} \) according to the number of samples of the predicted score. Thus, the higher weights are assigned to the smaller number of samples of the predicted score class. By giving positive feedback for predicting rare classes during training, the model is induced to predict more confidently regarding sparsely observed scores. Specifically, we consider predicted score \( \hat{y} \) in the interval of \([s, s + 0.2]\) as class \( s \) and set the number of samples of score class \( s \) (\( n_s \)) as \( n_s \). The \( SB_{num} \) loss weight factor for the \( m \)-th aspect, \( \alpha^m \), is defined as follows:

\[
\alpha^m = \begin{cases} 
(1 - \beta)/((1 - \beta) n_s^m) & \text{if } n_s^m \neq 0 \\
1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( n_s^m \) denotes the number of samples for predicted score \( \hat{y} \) on the \( m \)-th aspect. Then, \( SB_{num} \) loss, where the MSE loss is multiplied by the SB factor can be defined as the following:

\[
SB_{num} = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \alpha^m \cdot (L_{MSE})^m
\]

where \( M \) is the number of all aspects at all phoneme, word, and utterance granularity levels; and \( \alpha^m \) and \( (L_{MSE})^m \) are the balancing factor and MSE loss of the \( m \)-th aspect, respectively.

3.2.2. Re-weighting by the ranking: \( SB_{rank} \)

Considering that the variance of the number of samples is large depending on the classes, we further design \( SB_{rank} \) to assign weights according to ranks rather than the actual sample number per class. As there are only 11 classes (from 0 to 2), the rank gap between classes is not significant compared with up to 2500.
sample gaps; therefore, replacing balancing criteria with rank enables smooth learning.

Specifically, we rank the number of samples of each class in descending order and use the inverse rank as an SB term; therefore, the majority label is weighted less. For the same values, the average-rank policy was applied (e.g., rank 1.5 is assigned to two classes of the same smallest number of samples). For the obtained ranking of the number of samples of the predicted class $\hat{y}$, normalization is applied. The weighting factor of $SB_{rank}$ loss when predicting the $m$-th aspect is defined as

$$\gamma_m = \frac{1}{r_m}$$

where $r_m$ is the normalized ranking of predicted class size on the $m$-th aspect. Then, the total $SB_{rank}$ loss across all M aspects is represented as follows:

$$SB_{rank} = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \gamma_m \cdot (L_{MSE})^m$$

### 4. Experiments

We evaluate our SB loss on the publicly available speechclean762 [16] dataset, which has imbalanced labels and is well-built for the multi-aspect pronunciation assessment task. We use the public GOPT\textsuperscript{2} model [10], which predicts multiple aspect scores in parallel. GOPT is based on a transformer [25] architecture and uses the goodness of pronunciation (GOP) features. In detail, with the audio and corresponding canonical transcription input, the acoustic model outputs frame-level phonetic posterior probabilities, which are then transformed into GOP features with 84 dimensions. Then, GOP features projected to 24 dimensions, canonical phoneme embedding, and positional embedding are added and input to the three-layer transformer encoder with 24 embedding dimensions.

We follow the same settings described for GOPT experiments, except for the loss function and graphics processing unit (GPU). In detail, the Adam optimizer, an initial 1e-3 learning rate, 25 batch size, and 100 epochs are set for training. All models have 26.577k parameters. The automatic speech recognition model\textsuperscript{3} trained with LibriSpeech [26] 960-hour data is used. Training and test sets, each comprising 2500 utterances, are used. NVIDIA RTX A5000 GPU is used for all experiments. Five different experiments are conducted by different random seeds, and their mean and standard deviation are reported. PCC is used for the evaluation metric; additionally, MSE is used for phoneme-level accuracy. We set hyperparameter $\beta$ in $S_{num}$ as 0.9 after conducting experiments with diverse values.

### 5. Results and discussion

To compare the results in the same computational environment, we re-implement the GOPT model and use for comparison. Table 1 reveals that both models trained with $SB_{num}$ and $SB_{rank}$ loss exhibit exceptional improvements regarding aspects with extremely unbalanced score distributions, indicating that our approach effectively tackles the negative impact of imbalanced data. Specifically, after training with $SB_{num}$ loss, absolute improvements of 11.4% and 29.3% are observed for the word Stress and utterance Completeness, respectively. This further reduces the performance gap between different tasks in a multi-aspect learning setting, as the difference between the most superior (Prosody) and inferior (Completeness) aspect is reduced from 5 to 1.7 times. Meanwhile, there are no significant PCC score differences over the baseline in aspects where samples are somewhat present even in minority score classes. Similar trends are observed for the model trained with $SB_{rank}$ loss, which shows absolute improvements of 6.9% and 20.1% in Stress and Completeness, respectively. Overall evaluation results for aspects indicate that specifying the number of samples in each scoring class allows more precise re-weighting than abstracting them with the rank. The changes in the test PCC score by the learning process (Figure 3) reveal that $SB_{num}$ and $SB_{rank}$ converge to a specific value at the latter and higher point than the baseline, implying that the training validity continued longer.

#### 5.1. Ablation study

Apart from the proposed $SB_{num}$ loss, which is based on the predicted value, we additionally experiment with SB loss using the ground-truth label of each sample. Instead of the number of

---

**Table 1:** Experimental results of average MSE (only for phoneme-level) and PCC scores with standard deviation for five different runs. **Acc** is Accuracy and **Comp** is Completeness. **-baseline** denotes our implemented results of GOPT. **Bold** text denotes remarkably outperforming results over the baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Phono. Score</th>
<th>Word Score (PCC)</th>
<th>Utterance Score (PCC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acc(MSE)</td>
<td>Acc(PCC)</td>
<td>Acc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gong et al.</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Gong et al.-baseline</em></td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+SB\textsubscript{num}</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>0.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+SB\textsubscript{rank}</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>0.529</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1\textsuperscript{https://github.com/YuanGongND/gopt}

2\textsuperscript{https://kaldi-asr.org/models/ml3}

---

Figure 3: Test PCC scores of utterance Completeness and word Stress aspect according to training epochs.
samples in the class of the predicted \( \hat{y} \), that of ground-truth \( y \) is used; therefore, the weighting factor for the \( n^{th} \) aspect, \( \alpha_n^{-} \), is defined as \( (1 - \beta)/(1 - \beta^n) \). Note that cases are not needed here, because all samples satisfy \( n^{+}_y \geq 1 \).

Table 2 shows almost similar PCC scores across most aspects, except for Stress and Completeness. For these two aspects, our prediction-based approach achieved higher performance than the label-based application. This implies that dynamically re-weighting the loss according to predicted values for each sample during training is more effective than assigning fixed weights from the beginning.

5.2. Effects of different \( \beta \) values

We observe the effects of different hyperparameter \( \beta \) values when training with \( SB_{num} \) loss. Figure 4 shows the best performance at \( \beta = 0.9 \), and thereafter, the PCC values sharply decrease with an increase in \( \beta \). This can be explained by the variations on the scale of weight factors. When the value of \( \beta \) is greater, the scale of the weighting factor \( \alpha \) becomes smaller, and vice versa (Table 3). Thus, increasing the \( \beta \) value hinders training in the case of the proposed SB loss.

5.3. Qualitative evaluation

To examine the actual mechanism behind our model aiding in pronunciation evaluation, we conduct a qualitative analysis focusing on Completeness and Stress. For each aspect, we compare the predicted score distribution of the baseline model and that of the \( SB_{num} \)-loss-trained model with the actual ground-truth score on the test set. Figure 5 reveals that the model with our approach predicts a wider range of scores while approximating closer to the predicted score distribution, which is densely distributed around the score of 2. This comparison indicates that our strategy not only helps predict minority samples but also supports accurate predictions for majority samples.

In particular, for the word-level Stress, the actual target scores are distributed in the range 1-2. The lowest score predicted by the baseline is 1.67, while that by our method is 1.58, which is closer to the actual score of 1. For utterance-level Completeness, the lowest predicted score by the baseline is 1.90, while that with ours is 1.69, both of which are the samples of the ground-truth 0 score. Samples with Completeness score of 0 do not exist in the training set, thus our closer prediction implies the assistance on missing data at continuous target values.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective score-balanced loss function for multi-aspect pronunciation assessment. Assuming continuous scores as the categorical classes, we design two forms of SB loss, assigning high costs when the model predicts minor classes. Both re-weighting by exploiting the number of samples in the predicted value and by the ranks of sample size effectively balance the biased training. The experimental results showing remarkable improvement on the highly imbalanced aspects prove that SB loss overcomes the limitation of unevenly distributed datasets.
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